
Navylam+ 
Installation Guide 



As with any hardwood floor we recommend that before install, to randomize planks of 

parquet on the floor every 3 rows to harmonize colours from all packs of flooring and 

prepare your sections.  
 

After that, draw a line on the floor to delimit the surface to glue. Take the planks and place 

them so you can glue in the correct order.  
 

Begin the laying of your bathroom parquet flooring and do not forget to allow 5mm gap all 

around your expansion joint.  
 

For the first line of planks, ensure the groove (T&G) is on the wall side and the tongue 

facing you. Now that the first line is laid, apply Navycol+ along the tongue not forgetting the 

end of the plank (blade). If the any glue overflows on the wood flooring, clean it immediately. 

Continue to lay with the same process and once installed remove expansion chocks. 
 

The next step is sealing the expansion joint. Before beginning, protect your parquet flooring 

using the adhesive tape all around your room, in peripheral. Now Run the Navyjoint in to the 

expansion gap and smooth it with a spatula. Remove excess adhesive and allow to dry. 
 

Once install has been complete remove tape from perimeter and sweep/brush floor and 

apply an even coat of Navyoil using the cloths and allow to touch dry before walking and up 
to 8 hours before use as a bathroom floor. 
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MAINTENANCE:  
To keep your bathroom parquet floor Navylam+, use the Navy-
Oil and wipe excess water dry with a clean cloth/mop. 

The packages must be opened when laying in order to stabilize according to the hygometry 

in the room which must be ranked between 45% and 65%. The humidity rate must be lower 

than 3% for a 2 cm depth in mortar or concrete support.  
 

Use of any materials must be applied in relation to a level of humidity indicated on the 

technical application document.  
 

In relation to fresh screed the humidity rate of the screed must not exceed 3%, it is 

necessary to use ISO ALU TB (incompatible with under floor heating). 
 

Concerning a laying on under floor heating, the humidity rate of the support must be lower 

than 2% and lower that 0.5% for an anhydrite screed, under heating it must be turned on a 

few days before the laying (indicated in UTD 51.2).  
 

The 10 year guarantee Navylam+ bathroom floor is validated that the floor was installed to 

the correct guidelines and the use of NAVYKIT and NAVYCOL during install: 
 

• The install/laying must adhere to the instructions mentioned above. 

• The exclusive use of Navycol PU or SP for the floor laying and Navycol+ for joint 

gluing. 
• The wood flooring must be regularly maintained as indicated in our instructions. 
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